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Abstract
In this paper we formulate a general framework based on the behavioral approach
to dynamical systems, in which various issues regarding interconnection of systems can
be addressed. The main part of the framework is that interconnections or compositions
of systems can be modelled with interconnection of behaviors and generalized projection
operations. Control problems such as supervisory control problem or feedback control
problem can be expressed in terms of behavioral interconnection, and therefore can be
put into this framework. In the paper we discuss some variants of control problems and
provide solutions to them.
1 Introduction
The concept of interconnection has been used extensively to model complex systems. In
this paper, we attempt to formulate a general framework based on the behavioral approach
to dynamical systems, in which various issues regarding interconnection of systems can be
addressed. Ideally, the framework should be broad enough so that a wide variety of system
classes, including hybrid systems can be handled. For the hybrid systems community, the
benefit of having such a framework is that analysis of hybrid systems can be done in a
systematic manner, using concepts that have counterparts in other classes of systems, for
example, discrete event systems and linear time invariant systems. The framework can also
help in translating ideas and concepts of analysis for certain classes to others.
Having stated all the above, we should also remark that the idea of using behavioral
approach as a framework for working with many classes of system is not at all new. In his
seminal paper [1], which is one of the first literatures in the behavioral systems theory, Willems
hinted on extending the discussion (which was mainly about linear systems) to discrete event
systems. The behavioral approach to many classes of dynamical systems has been presented
in a host of literatures, for example in linear systems [2, 3, 4], discrete event systems [5],
and hybrid systems [6, 7, 8]. A preliminary step for bringing forth a general theory for these
classes has been taken for example in [9, 10], where control problem in a general behavioral
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setting is discussed, and [11], where compatibility for general behavior interconnections is
discussed.
This paper is organized as follows. The following section contains some mathematical
preliminaries, in which the framework is set for subsequent discussion. Section 3 explains
about control problems from the point of view of behavior interconnections and discusses
some variants of control problems in the behavioral framework as well as some examples. The
final section contains some concluding remarks.
2 Mathematical preliminaries
The following definition of dynamical systems is adopted from [3].
Definition 1 A dynamical system Σ is defined as a triple (T,W,B), where T is called the
time axis, W the signal space, and B a set of functions (not necessarily total1) w : T→
W, is called the behavior of the system. The time axis T is a set with a total ordering <.
We can regard W and T as the type of the behavior B.
2.1 Projection
When modelling general interconnected behaviors, the concept of projection plays a central
role. Let us first formally define what is meant by projection in this context.
Definition 2 A projection pi : B1 → B2 is a total function mapping a behavior B1 of type
(T1,W2) to another behavior B2 of type (T2,W2). Hence, the types of both behaviors need not
be the same. Although projections are defined to be mapping between behaviors, in this paper
we also naturally extend the use of projections to denote set-valued maps between behaviors,
that is
pi(X) := {w ∈ B2 | ∃x ∈ X, such that pi(x) = w}, ∀X ⊂ B1. (1)
Definition 3 Given a projection pi : B1 → B2, the set-valued inverse of pi, denoted as pi
−1
is defined for any X ⊂ B2 as
pi−1(X) := {w ∈ B1 | pi(w) ∈ X}. (2)
In the following, we shall consider two operations on projections that give a new projection.
(composition) It is easy to see that a composition of projections is again a projection, and
that for two projections pi and γ such that pi ◦ γ is defined,
(pi ◦ γ)−1 = γ−1 ◦ pi−1. (3)
(product) Given two projections pi : B1 → B2 and γ : B1 → B3. If B2 and B3 have equal
time axis, we define pi × γ as
(pi × γ) (w) := (pi(w), γ(w)), ∀w ∈ B1. (4)
1by total function we mean dom (w) = T.
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Here (pi × γ) : B1 → B4, where B4 is of type (T,W2 ×W3), where T is the time axis
shared by B2 and B3, and W2 and W3 are their signal spaces respectively. The inverse
of the product is defined as follows.
(pi × γ)−1 (a, b) := pi−1(a) ∩ γ−1(b), ∀a ∈ B2, b ∈ B3. (5)
Example 4 Take a linear system Σ := (R,Rn,B), where B is a set of n-tuple smooth func-
tions w := (w1, w2, · · · , wn) such that
R
(
d
dt
)
w = 0.
Here R(ξ) is a polynomial matrix of size m × n with ξ as its indeterminate. An example of
typical projection operators of this type of system is pik : B → B
′. The behavior B′ is of the
type (R,Rk), k < n. For any w := (w1, w2, · · · , wn) ∈ B, we define
pikw := w
′ := (w1, w2, · · · , wk). (6)
As the result of the elimination theorem [3], pikB can be written as the kernel of another
differential operator R′
(
d
dt
)
.
Example 5 Take a prefix closed language L consisting of strings of symbols taken from the
event set E. The strings can be thought of as the sequences of events generated by an automa-
ton2. The language L can be regarded as a behavior of type (Z+, E). An example of typical
projection operations of this type of system is piF : L → L
′. The behavior L′ is of the type
(Z+, F ), F ⊂ E. For any string s ∈ L, the string piF s is formed by removing all events in s
which are not contained in F.
Example 6 Consider a hybrid automaton [8] A, with the set of external variables W and
internal variables X. The set of actions are also divided into external ones E and internal
ones H. Consider the collection of execution fragments of the automaton . This collection
can be regarded as a behavior with type (R × Z+,R
v ∪ A), where V := W ∪ X, and v is its
cardinality, and A := E ∪H. See Figure 1 for an illustration. The traces of the automaton
are obtained by projecting the continuous trajectories of the execution fragments to the set
of external variables (as in Example 4) and projecting the strings of events of the execution
fragments to the set of external actions (as in Example 5). The collection of traces is therefore
a behavior of type (R× Z+,R
w ∪ E), where w is the cardinality of W.
Example 7 Consider a continuous time linear behavior in input-state-output representation
x˙ = Ax+Bu, (7a)
y = Cx. (7b)
Denote the dimensions of the state, input and output as n, m, and q respectively. A basic
scheme of discrete-time feedback control of such systems is depicted in Figure 2. The idea is to
2We refer the reader to [12] for more detailed expositions.
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Figure 1: Illustration of an execution fragment of a hybrid automaton.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the discrete-time control of a continuous plant.
sample the output y and use a discrete-time behavior as a controller, and then feed the discrete-
time input obtained from the controller to the plant. This input is then ”made continuous”
by using a zero order hold. The plant behavior P is the collection of all (x, u, y) trajectories
satisfying (7), such that u is piecewise constant between the sampling time instants. The type
of this behavior is (R,Rn+m+q). For simplicity, assume that the sampling period is 1 second.
The projection associated to the sampling is then defined as follows.
pi(x, u, y) := (u˜, y˜), ∀(x, u, y) ∈ P, (8)
where u˜ and y˜ are discrete time signals such that for all k ∈ Z+,
u˜(k) = u(k),
y˜(k) = y(k).
Clearly this projection produces a behavior of type (Z,Rm+q).
The examples above illustrate how the notion of projection, which has different meaning
on different kinds of systems, can be brought into a more general setting. The fact that
projection plays a central role in the behavioral approach to systems theory will be more
pronounced when we discuss about interconnection.
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2.2 Interconnection/composition
In the following we shall discuss the notion of interconnection or composition3.
Definition 8 Given two behaviors of the same type B1 and B2, the interconnection or
composition of them, denoted as B1 ‖ B2 is defined to be another behavior of the same type
given by B1 ∩B2.
This definition of interconnection coincides with the notion of interconnection of linear
behaviors [2] and automata [12]. Given two linear behaviors Bi := kerRi
(
d
dt
)
, i = 1, 2. The
composition of these two behaviors is given by
B := B1 ‖ B2,
= kerR1
(
d
dt
)
∩ kerR2
(
d
dt
)
,
= ker
[
R1
R2
] (
d
dt
)
. (9)
Similarly, given two automata sharing the same alphabet A, generating the languages L1 and
L2, the language of the composed automaton is L1 ∩ L2.
In most cases, it is desirable to define interconnection of behaviors of different types. For
example, in linear systems not all subsystems share the same set of variables. Similarly, it is
often desirable to assume that not all symbols in the alphabet are used in synchronization of
automata. This kind of interconnections are often called partial interconnections [10]. This
type of interconnections is formalized using projections, since projections can change the type
of behaviors.
Example 9 See Figure 3.The usual setup of control in linear behaviors is that the plant P is
assumed to have two sets of variables w (to-be-controlled variables) and c (control variables).
They are not necessarily disjoint. See for example [4] and [10]. The controller C has c as its
set of variables. We define pic and piw to be the projections that work on P by projecting the
trajectories into its c and w component respectively, as in Example 4. The controlled behavior
of the plant (in terms of the w variables only) is then expressed as piwpi
−1
c (picP ‖ C).
Example 10 In discrete event systems, the setup is similar to that of the previous exam-
ple, where instead of partitioning the variables, we partition the alphabet of the plant. The
projection is then defined according to Example 5.
3The terms interconnection and composition are used interchangeably in this text.
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The whole discussion about interconnection and projection so far can be summed up as the
following. We use behaviors to represent system entities. These system entities can interact
with its environment, or to be precise other system entities in the environment. Projection
plays the role of defining how these entities interact, since one system can interact with
different other entities in many different ways.
2.3 Observability
Consider a behavior B1 together with a projection pi : B1 → B2. Denote I as the identity
relation on B1 and J be the equivalence induced by pi, i.e.
J := {(v, w) ∈ B1 ×B1 | pi(v) = pi(w)} . (10)
Clearly we have that
I ⊆ J. (11)
When J = I, we say that the behavior B1 is observable from the projection pi. When the
inclusion in (11) is strict, we say that B1 is not observable from the projection pi. Otherwise
stated, the behaviorB1 is observable from the projection pi if and only if pi◦pi
−1 is the identity
map of B1. This statement is not precise, since the codomain of pi
−1 is the power set of B1
instead of B1 itself. What is meant in fact, is that for any w ∈ B1,
(
pi ◦ pi−1
)
(w) returns the
singleton {w}. If B1 is not observable from the projection pi, the range of pi ◦ pi
−1 is a family
of subsets of B1, where each subset contains trajectories indistinguishable by the projection
pi.
Similarly, we extend the definition to observability of a projection γ from another projec-
tion pi. Assume that both γ and pi act on the same behavior B1. Let J be the equivalence
relation induced by pi, as defined in (10), and K be that of γ. We say that γ is observable
from pi if J ⊆ K. Equivalently, γ−1 ◦ pi ◦ pi−1 ◦ γ is the identity map on the range of γ.
The whole discussion on observability so far is captured in Figure 4. In the illustration,
we see that B1 and γ are observable from pi, but pi is not observable from γ.
'
' '
1
23
pi
γ
Figure 4: Illustration for observability.
Based on observability, we can define a partial ordering on the set of projections acting
on a behavior. Let pi and γ be two projections acting on B1. Let J and K be the equivalence
relations induced by the two projections respectively. We define
pi . γ :⇔ J ⊇ K. (12)
Two projections pi and γ are equivalent, denoted by pi ≈ γ, iff pi . γ . pi. Equivalent
projections are also called isomorphic. The reason behind the naming is the existence of
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one-to-one mappings between the range of the projections. The following lemma states the
properties of . with respect to the product and composition of two projections.
Lemma 11 Let pi and γ be any two projections acting on the same behavior such that pi× γ
is defined, and φ be such that pi ◦ φ is defined. The following relations hold
pi × pi ≈ pi, (13a)
pi . pi × γ & γ, (13b)
(pi . γ)⇔ pi × γ ≈ γ, (13c)
pi ◦ φ . pi. (13d)
The whole discussion about observability among projections above can be sumarized in
the following lemma.
Lemma 12 Given two projections γ and pi acting on the same behavior B. The projection γ
is observable from pi if and only if γ . pi.
Example 13 Given a behavior of a linear system B, with two set of variables w and z. The
variables in w are said to be observable from z if for any (w1, z1) and (w2, z2) in B, the
following implication holds [3]
(z1 = z2)⇒ (w1 = w2) .
Because of the linearity of the behavior, this is equivalent to
(w, 0) ∈ B⇒ (w = 0) .
For systems in state-space representation, the observability of the states from the input-output
variables corresponds to the well known Kalman rank condition and Hautus test.
For prefix closed languages, where projections are characterized by subsets of the alphabet,
as explained in Example 5, the following theorem describes the relation between projections.
Theorem 14 Given L a prefix closed language, with E as its alphabet. Assume that every
symbol in E appears at least once4 in L. Denote the projections with respect to the subsets of
symbols E1 and E2 as pi and γ respectively. The following relation holds.
(E1 ⊆ E2)⇔ (pi . γ).
Proof. (⇒) Define pi′ to be the projection with respect to the set of labels E1, acting on the
codomain of γ. Clearly, we have that pi = γ ◦ pi′. By Lemma 11, this implies pi . γ.
(⇐) Suppose that E1 6⊆ E2. Let e be an element of E1, which is not in E2. Since L is
prefix closed and e appears at least once in the language, there is a string (possibly empty)
s ∈ L, such that se ∈ L. The pair (s, se) is in the equivalence relation induced by γ but not
in that of pi. By (12), it follows that pi 6. γ.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 12 and Theorem 14 is that a prefix closed language L
is observable from a projection if and only if the projection contains all the symbols appearing
in L.
4This can be done without any lost of generality, since symbols that never appear can be discarded from
the alphabet in the first place.
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3 Control problems in behavioral context
One of the main themes that appear in the literature of behavioral systems theory, is about
control. See for example [2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 13].
There are many variants of control problems, which share the same salient feature. They
are all about finding a behavior (called the controller), which when composed with the plant
behavior in a certain manner yields some desired properties, usually given in terms of another
behavior (called the specification). In this section, we discuss some variants of the control
problem and their conditions of solvability.
3.1 Full interconnection control problems
Full interconnection control problems are arguably the simplest variant. The behaviors in-
volved are of the same type, so that no projection is necessary. The problem is typically
expressed as the following. Given the plant P and the specification S, find a controller C such
that
P ‖ C = S. (14)
Notice that (14) implicitly suggests that all the behaviors involved are of the same type.
Examples of control problems of this type are state feedback control problem (where the
controller can use all the plant variables) and supervisory control of discrete event systems
where all events are observable and controllable [12].
A controller behavior is said to achieve the desired specification S, if it satisfies (14). The
specification S is said to be achievable, if there exists a controller that achieves it.
From Definition 8, it is clear that S is achievable if and only if S ⊂ P. In fact, if S is
achievable, it can be seen easily that C := S achieves S.
3.2 Partial interconnection control problems
This variant of control problems involves behaviors of different types. Figure 3 depicts an
example of such problems. Typically, the plant P is a given behavior of type (TP ,WP ), and
the desired specification S is given behavior of type (TS ,WS). The candidate controllers can
be of yet another different type, say (TC ,WC). A controller C of this type is said to achieve
the specification S (and hence solve the problem) if it satisfies
pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C) = S. (15)
The projections pic and pis are given as part of problem. They map P to behaviors of type
equal to that of C and S respectively. Notice that if these two projections are the identity
map, then the problem is essentially reduced into a full interconnection problem discussed in
the previous subsection.
Control problems of this type have been discussed in somewhat different representation
in, for example [9, 10]. There, the conditions for solving the problem as well as a candidate
solution, called the canonical controller, were presented.
Define the first canonical controller as the following [14],
C′can := {c ∈ picP | pispi
−1
c c ⊂ S}. (16)
The first canonical controller possesses an important property, stated in the following propo-
sition.
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Proposition 15 The controller C′
can
achieves the maximal achievable behavior contained in
S.
Proof. From (16) we can readily conclude that
pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C
′
can) ⊂ S. (17)
To show that C′can achieves the maximal achievable behavior in S, consider any other controller
C′ such that
pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C
′) ⊂ S. (18)
We shall show that (picP ‖ C
′) ⊂ (picP ‖ C
′
can). Take any c ∈ (picP ‖ C
′). Because of (18),
we know that pispi
−1
c c ⊂ S. Therefore, by the construction in (16), c is also contained in
(picP ‖ C
′
can). It follows that the behavior achieved by C
′ is contained in that of C′can.
Theorem 16 The specification S in (15) is achievable, if and only if C′
can
achieves S.
Proof. We only have to prove the only if part, since the converse is obvious. From Proposition
15 we know that C′can achieves the maximal achievable behavior contained in S. This means
that if S itself is achievable then C′can achieves S.
The plant P is said to satisfy the homogeneity property [9] with respect to the projections
pis and pic, if for any (s1, c1) and (s2, c1) in pisP × picP,
(s1, c2) ∈ pisP × picP ⇒ (s2, c2) ∈ pisP × picP, ∀c2 ∈ picP. (19)
Remark 17 In terms of observability, the homogeneity property can be also expressed as fol-
lows. The homogeneity property is satisfied if and only if pispi
−1
c pic ≈ picpi
−1
s pis. Both projections
are defined to be acting on P.
The conditions for solvability of the control problem is given in the following theorem,
which was proved in [9].
Theorem 18 For a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and pic,
the specification S as in (15) is achievable if and only if
(i) S ⊂ pisP, and
(ii) S = pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s S.
For special cases, where the homogeneity property is satisfied, we can construct the second
canonical controller as follows5.
C′′can = picpi
−1
s (pisP ‖ S). (20)
The second canonical controller has the following special property.
Proposition 19 For a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and
pic, the second canonical controller C
′′
can
achieves the minimal achievable behavior containing
(S ‖ pisP).
5In [9, 10] the second canonical controller is called canonical controller. The first canonical controller is
introduced later in [14].
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Proof. Denote K′′can := pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C
′′
can). Since C
′′
can ⊂ picP,
K′′can = pispi
−1
c (C
′′
can),
= pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s (pisP ‖ S),
⊃ (pisP ‖ S). (21)
Take any other controller C′ such that (pisP ‖ S) ⊂ pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C
′).DenoteK′ := pispi
−1
c (picP ‖
C′). Take any s ∈ K′′can. We shall prove that s ∈ K
′. If s ∈ (pisP ‖ S) then s ∈ K
′ since
(pisP ‖ S) ⊂ K
′. If s /∈ (pisP ‖ S), then there exist w and w
′ in P such that pisw = s,
picw =: c ∈ C
′′
can, picw
′ = c, and pisw
′ =: s′ ∈ (pisP ‖ S). We are going to show that s /∈ K
′ is a
contradiction. Suppose that it is true, then picpi
−1
s s ‖ C
′ = ∅. But because of the homogeneity
property, picpi
−1
s s = picpi
−1
s s
′. Hence picpi
−1
s s
′ ‖ C′ = ∅ and s′ /∈ K′, which is a contradiction
since s′ ∈ (pisP ‖ S).
The following corollary, follows from Theorem 18 and Proposition 19.
Corollary 20 For a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and pic,
S is achievable if and only if C′′
can
achieves it.
Stronger than this corollary, we can state the following proposition. A proof is not given
due to space limitation.
Proposition 21 For a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and
pic, if S is achievable then C
′
can
= C′′
can
.
An example of control problems of this type is supervisory control of discrete event sys-
tems, where the set of controllable events coincides with the observable ones6.
Corollary 22 Let L be a prefix closed language, with alphabet E. Let Z ⊂ E be the set of
observable and controllable events. There exists a supervisor language C such that the spec-
ification S is achieved, i.e. pi−1z (pizL ‖ C) = S, where piz is the natural projection associated
with the set of events Z, if and only if
(i) S ⊂ L, and
(ii) S = pi−1z pizS.
This corollary is an application of Theorem 18, where pis is the identity map. In other
literatures, e.g. [12], condition (ii) is called normality of the language S with respect to the
projection piz.
Proposition 23 Given a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and
pic, and a specification S that is achievable. If pic is replaced with any φc & pic such that the
homogeneity property is still satisfied, then S is still achievable.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that condition (ii) in Theorem 18 remains satisfied, even if pic
is replaced with φc & pic. Notice that in general S ⊂ pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s S. So it remains to prove
that (
S ⊃ pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s S
)
⇒
(
S ⊃ pisφ
−1
c φcpi
−1
s S
)
. (22)
Since φc & pic implies φ
−1
c φc ⊂ pi
−1
c pic, (22) is satisfied and hence S is still achievable.
There is an intuitive rationale behind this proposition. Replacing pic with φc means
allowing higher amount of information to be used in the interconnection between the plant
and the controller, and hence making it easier to achieve the desired specification.
6The terms observable and controllable refer to the usage in [12].
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3.3 Control problems with a tolerance gap
In both variants of control problems that we have seen above, the goal of the control problem is
to achieve an given specification S. In this subsection, we shall consider the variant where the
requirement is relaxed, by requiring that the controlled behavior lies between two specification
bounds, Sr and Sa. The idea is that Sr is the minimal required behavior and that Sa is the
maximal allowed behavior [12]. To avoid ill-posed problems, it is always assumed that Sr ⊂ Sa.
When such a tolerance gap is present, the full interconnection control problem discussed
in Subsection 3.1 becomes finding a C such that
Sr ⊂ (P ‖ C) ⊂ Sa. (23)
The following theorem states the conditions for solvability (i.e. existence of a solution for C)
of such problem. A proof is not included since it is trivial.
Theorem 24 The control problem associated with (23) is solvable if and only if Sr ⊂ P.
The problem becomes more interesting when some projections are involved. The partial
interconnection control problem in the presence of a tolerance gap becomes finding a C such
that
Sr ⊂ pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C) ⊂ Sa. (24)
A candidate controller that solves (24) is the first canonical controller as follows.
C′can = {c ∈ picP | pispi
−1
c c ⊂ Sa}. (25)
This canonical controller also possesses the property analog to the one described in Theorem
16.
Theorem 25 The control problem (24) is solvable, if and only if C′
can
solves it.
Proof. We only need to prove the ”only if” part. We use Proposition 15 to establish that
C′can achieves the maximal achievable behavior in Sa. Suppose that C
′
can does not solve the
problem, then
Sr 6⊂ pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ C
′
can). (26)
Since C′can achieves the maximal achievable behavior in Sa, (26) implies that the problem is
not solvable.
If the plant P possesses the homogeneity property with respect to pic and pis (see previ-
ous subsection), we again construct the second canonical controller, in a way analog to the
construction in the previous subsection, as follows.
C′′can = picpi
−1
s (pisP ‖ Sr). (27)
Theorem 26 For a plant P satisfying the homogeneity property with respect to pis and pic,
all the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The control problem (24) is solvable.
(ii) Sr ⊂ pisP, and Sa ⊃ pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s Sr.
(iii) The second canonical controller C′′
can
solves the control problem.
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Proof. (i)⇒(ii) Since all achievable behaviors must be contained in pisP, necessarily Sr ⊂
pisP. The second canonical controller is then (see (27)) C
′′
can = picpi
−1
s Sr. Suppose that Sa 6⊃
pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s Sr. We are going to show that this is a contradiction. The behavior achieved by
the second canonical controller is K′′can := pispi
−1
c (picP ‖ picpi
−1
s Sr). Since Sr ⊂ pisP, we also
have that picpi
−1
s Sr ⊂ picP. Hence
K′′can = pispi
−1
c picpi
−1
s Sr 6⊂ Sa. (28)
From Proposition 19, and since Sr ⊂ pisP, we know that K
′′
can is the minimal achievable
behavior containing Sr. Therefore (28) implies that the control problem is not solvable.
(ii)⇒(iii) From the previous paragraph, it follows that if (ii) is satisfied then Sr ⊂ K
′′
can ⊂
Sa.
(iii)⇒(i) Trivial.
An example of control problems of this type can be obtained, for example by replacing
the control problem in Corollary 22 with the version with a tolerance gap. In this case, Sr is
present to make sure that the supervised language possess some ”liveliness” property, and Sa
is to prevent some undesirable executions to take place (for example, for safety reasons).
3.4 Constrained control problems
In all the variants of control problems discussed so far, we only have to find a controller
behavior that satisfies the control objective. No constraints are present to restrict our choice.
However, in most cases, the problems are presented together with some constraints inherent
to them.
Some examples of the constraints are:
• Structural constraint, where the controller behavior is required to be of a certain
structure. For example, not any collection of continuous trajectories are allowed, but it
must also be linear time invariant, or not any collection of all strings are allowed, but
it must also be prefix closed, etc.
• Compatibility constraint, where the controller behavior is required to meet some
compatibility criteria with respect to the plant.
Let us discuss the structural constraint from the point of view of the discussion so far.
Two controllers have been introduced, namely the first and second canonical controller. The
construction of the first canonical controller is purely based on set theoretic approach. The
construction of the second canonical controller, although based on set theoretic approach as
well, uses composition of behaviors. Thus, given that the plant and the specification belong
to the appropriate structure, as required by the structural constraint, and that the structure
is closed under composition, the second canonical controller automatically satisfies the con-
straint as well. For example, if both the plant and the specification are linear time invariant
behaviors, we know that the second canonical controller is also a linear time invariant be-
havior. In addition, linear time invariant behaviors with projections as described in Example
4 satisfy the the homogeneity property, thus the idea of second canonical controller can be
used.
Compatibility constraint is present, for example because of some input-output structure
inherent to the plant. We stress on the inherence of the input-output structure to the plant,
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because in many systems, although the interconnection of the plant and the controller does
possess some input-output structure, this structure is not inherent to the plant. The structure
belongs to the interconnection, rather than the plant. We refer the reader to [2] for an
interesting discussion on this issue. Compatibility constraints corresponding to input-output
structure appear, for example in [8], where compatibility of hybrid input-output automata is
defined based on the matching of inputs and outputs of the automata.
Compatibility constraint also arises when we consider the causality of the effect of the
interconnection. The main idea is as follows. Take two behaviors B1 and B2 of type (T,W).
Recall that we require that the time axis is totally ordered. Since time instants are ordered,
it makes sense to talk about causality. From Definition 8 of the composition of behaviors,
it is clear that the composed behavior B1 ‖ B2 is smaller than both B1 and B2 separately.
This means that in general there will be trajectories of B1 and B2 that are not ”accepted”
in the composed behavior.
In some cases, for example in discrete event systems, it is desired to assume that the
composition is formed at the infimum of T. The rejected trajectories then do not give raise to
any conflict, since it is assumed that they are prevented from happening from the beginning of
time. In other cases, it is necessary to assume that the interconnection is formed within T, say
at time τ ∈ T. The causality of the interconnection then requires that any forbidden trajectory
can switch to an accepted one before or at time τ. If this is not met, then the interconnection
is not compatible, since it leads to undesired consequences such as deadlock (for discrete event
systems) or that the interconnection is ill-defined (e.g. nonregular interconnection of linear
behaviors). This type of compatibility is discussed in more detail in [11].
4 Concluding remarks
We have presented a general mathematical framework for interconnected systems. The frame-
work is based on the behavioral approach to systems theory.
The main part of the framework is that interconnections or compositions of systems can
be modelled with interconnection of behaviors and projection operations. We also discussed
control problems from the point of view of behavioral interconnections. Several variants of
the problem have been presented, together with the solutions in terms of the construction of
first and second canonical controller.
At the end of the discussion, we discussed about constrained control problems, a class in
which many real control problems fall. Of the constraints discussed, compatibility constraints
received more attention. Although not explicitly explained, this type of constraints can also
be expressed in terms of projections and behavioral inclusions. Therefore, we think that the
next step in working with the framework is to extend it to cover these items. In particular,
we aim at solving control problems expressed as conjunctions of many subproblems of the
type expressed in (15) and (24).
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